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With the secondary school, the last step of formal
education for many pupils, the need for fundamental Informa-
tion that may serve to orient Interested and talented stu-
dents for further study, or the selection of various types
of continuation courses. Is Imperative.
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1. Mode - The Manner of representation (Webster).
2* Abstract - a. Represented form, not readily found in
nature (functional).
b. To select for representation a portion
of the natural appearances of form
( functional)
,
3. Area - Any plane surface having natural or artificial
bounds (Webster).
4. Field - A relatively small area (functional).
5. Plane - a. A flat or partially flattened surface
(functional).
b. An arbitrary division of distance between
the foreground and an extreme of distance
represented in a drawing or painting
( functional)
.
6. Render - a. To reproduce, translate (Webster).
b. To draw or paint with an instrument suitable
to the technique Involved in the representa-
tion (functional).
7. Sensitive - Having keen sense or feeling; quickly and
acutely alive to the impressions from
external objects (Webster).
8. Tone - The combined aspects of hue, value, and intensity
of pigment-color, sometimes called the three
dimensions of color (functional).




Color-Value Drawing - The attempt to render the local
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
I. Experiencing Representation .
A. The Purpose.
1. The purpose of this paper Is to organize and
assign visual aids for the general and
technical Information of a unit of experience
In representation as a part of the art-educa-
tion program In a secondary school.
B. The Scope.
1. The unit Is Intended as an exploratory
experience In the methods and devices by
which artists of many periods and nationali-
ties have sought to express their Ideas by
means of the art of painting.
II. The Need for the Study of Representation.
A. Where Placed.
1. The unit Is designed to meet the Immediate
needs of pupils far enough advanced In their
study of art to be aware of the need for
clarity and consistency In orgainlzlng the
expression of their own Ideas.
I HSTqAFO
WOITOUaOHTFI
' ne£CT[Q3 nJp nc-
.^PoqTiy^ er^T
fcnjs esinrs'io ot gJt leqeq ei^.t lo aeoqnuq eriT .1
Jjno iB'xansg eo? 'tol a£)iB ngiaaB
3or!*^i'i3qxo & \o nol^fLunnlnl iBoinrIos.t
e'rf^t ^o J'tbq b ?.i3 noi i^'^ne^e'XCT'^'i nx
.locfioa Yisi)ncc€ij b ni. irf'igo'tq noxr^
.eqooS 9dT
\:'io^£'‘XoIqxe n£ ejs 3X tflrur sriT
)(d aeoXvgJb fns afjodd^offi srf;:^ nX soncl'iaopcs
s
-XXxinoXJBn fine ci'joX'X?«q 1:0 aXald'xs i-'o.trfw
T^d qieriJ saeTcxe JTfgx/oa ev?d eaX;^
.^iiXXnieq lo .tis srfX lo aasein
.
.- >xo I jfe 3r.ee cer. l:o 7.bu:!Q snX ^ol: ailT
.
' .6r o".I*5 e'larT'*’
s:f8lbesE!nl Dd3 3 9®n3 oJ f)sn;"ia8]i sX dXr.u ©rfT .X
TX^dX nX X)9cnjEV&s dt^t/ore 'f*''! eXXai/'*r ‘io aues.'^
'lo'i i)99n erdt lo sTr'-'r. ed oX X'IB Io
X gni^Xnrg'io nX '^o.'foXRienoo bns
.eBsfcX rrwo 'iledX lo noXeee^xcpco
III. The Aims.
A. Improvement of Appreciation and Expression.
1. Wlnslow^^ has expressed the alms of this
experience as follows:
"Art in the modern school should
aim both to stimulate In the child the
experience of creating and to help him
Improve the manner in which he expresses
himself through the creative process; at
the same time, It should aim to stimulate
In him the experience of appreciating by
acquainting him systematically with fine
examples of the arts of various peoples,
both of the present and of the past.
"
IV. The Discussion of Procedures .
A. Winslow.
1. In discussing procedures, Winslow^/ writes
as follows:
"He (the pupil) should be familiarized
with the various methods of handling
the mediums of graphic and glyptic
expression.
"
B. The Committee on the Function of Art In General
Education.
1. The Introduction of skills Into the program
of art must be regarded with clear understand-
ing of the advantages and disadvantages of the
—
^Leon Loyal Winslow, The Integrated School Art Program .
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc,, New York, 1939, p, 25.
2 /
Opus clt. p, 25.
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procedure. Too often an overemphasis on the
teaching of skills has lead to the retarding
of the creative and expressive Impulses of
the pupil.
2, The Commission on Secondary School Clrrlcu-
3 /lum^' makes the following statement on this
problem:
"But as desire for expression grows
In the student there develops also a desire
for techniques Emd skills by which the
expression Is to be achieved. When the
student realizes the need, the skills
should be emphasized, and then only In
relation to that need. In this way tech-
nique Is recognized and developed not as
a deslderatlon In Itself but as a necessity
Inherent In the art process,
”
C, Prescott,
1. Prescott^-^ writes on this same problem as
follows:
"The best method of maturing children
Is to provide them with situations In
which they can work out behavior that will
satisfy their personality needs as the
latter appear. This does not mean stress-
ing drill for mastery of 'fundamental pro-
cesses. * .... Instead this means giving
children a chance for the progressive
accumulation of meaningful experiences
that will reveal the world as It Is,
"
3 /
—'Report of the Committee on the Function of Art In
General Education, The Visual Arts In General Education .
D, Appleton-Century Company, New York, 1940, pp, 69-70.
4/
Daniel Alfred Prescott, Ed.D.
,
Emotion and the
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4V. The Teaching-Learning Situation .
A, The Approach.
1.
It is believed that a method of approach which
establishes a harmonious teaching-learning
situation as described In the foregoing state-
ments may be found In the successful method
of Professor Arthur Pope^/ of Harvard
University.
B. The Method.
1. In his book Professor Pope discusses the
methods of representation of many outstemdlng
artists of other nations and times.
2. Of particular Interest Is the contribution this
method offers for establishing a technique for
Individual analysis and Judgment of a work of
art of any nation or period as a basis for the
evaluation of Its quality. This technique may
be applied to abstract and contemporary
experimental painting.
3.
* Pope^^ summarizes his approach In the follow-
ing statement:
"VThat has been said here is aimed to
make the various kinds of painting and draw-
5 /
— Arthur Pope, Volumn II, The Painter* s Mode of Expres-
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Ing Intelligible - readable, smd thus to
form a primary foundation for Judgment
In regard to quality, for such Judgment
can only be arrived at by first of all
understanding the point of view of the
artists themselves."
4, His book Is a major source of reference for
the work In this paper,
VI. The Visual Aids .
A. The Selection.
1. The selection of visual aids Is of necessity a
primary consideration. WlnslowZ/ points out
that selection should be made on the basis of
the best example available for each particular
item on ^Ich the immediate emphasis Is
placed.
2. Slide suggestions are listed. Also Included
are some slide films and motion pictures
which contribute directly to the presentation
of the subject.
B. Building a Library of Visual Aids by Student
Activity.
1, As Winslow^/ suggests, one of the most stimu-
lating of the directed and creative activity
assignments Is the accumulation of addl-
7 /
— Leon Loyal Winslow, Art in Secondary Education .
Hill Book Company, Inc.
,
New York, 1941, p. 336.
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tlonal material.—/ Homemade slides, pupil-
made copy slides,—/ examination of the
current periodicals for new material contribu
tlve to the unit, clippings, field trips and
museum trips, are all designed to contribute
to the library of visual aids.
2. Pupil activity lends much to the successful
progression of the unit.
3. With the recent Increase In the production of
educational motion pictures, it is to be
hoped that considerable material will be
available. The problem of representation is
of primary importance in the production of
animated films, such as cartoons and diagrams
both for entertainment and for educational
purposes. The relation between the use of
these films and class motivation is obvious.
The present films showing the finished
product only need treatment for educational
purposes. The exercise of making slide films
9 /
“ Evelyn Hoke, "Doing the Job with Non-Projected
Visuals," The Educational Screen (April, 1946) 25: 176-178.
E. C. Clark, "We make them Ourselves," Educational
Leadership (November, 1944) 2: 66-68.
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7and motion pictures offers an Interesting
activity.—/
VII. The Outcomes .
A. A Broad Point of View.
1. The examination of the examples used should
extend the knowledge of skills.
2. The reference to other periods and other
nationalities should encourage the sense of
participation in a continuing stream of
effort.
B. A Standard for Critical Judgment.
1. Rather than a standard limited by period,
popular fashion, or national point of view,
the familiarity with many outstanding artists
should open the broadest possible scope for
self-evaluation and self-expression.
C. A Resource for Progressive Development.
1. Artists of all times and all nations have
studied the achievements of their fellow
artists as a source of pleasurable contempla-
tion and Inspiration.
Edgar Dale, Fannie W, Dunn, Charles F. Hoban, Jr.
,
and Etta Schneider, Motion Pictures in Education . H. K
Wilson Company, New York, 1938, Part IV.
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8VIII. The Need for Further Study .
A. The Limitation of This Method of Presentation,
1. No one approach csui be all-inclusive for the
presentation of so broad a subject as repre-
sentation. It Is believed that the following
procedure will offer marked assistance to the
understanding of traditional and experimental
practices as a basis for appreciation and
application.
2. A living art will always be subject to growth
and the consequent need for new techniques
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GENERAL REMARKS ON DRAWING AND PAINTING
The painting we will discuss is a means of artistic
expression which makes use of an arrangement of tones pro-
duced with pigments we know of as paint. These tones are
spread over a flat surface to express certain ideas in the
mind of the artist painter.*
The ideas expressed usually depend upon the re-
presentation of natural objects. Some of the larger groups
of ideas often expressed are in the following list:
I. Religious Painting ; when the subject is taken from
religious traditions,
da Vinci, Italian, ’’The Last Supper.”
II. Secular Painting : when the subject is other than
religious.
A. Figure Painting: when one or more representations
of the human figure are predominant in the work.
1. Portrait Painting; when the figure assumes a
formal pose for the representation of a
likeness.
Sargent, American, ”Mrs. Swlnton.
”
2. Historical Painting: when the scene is drawn
from events of historical Interest.
*Lantern Slides are used for the presentation of the material
9
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West, American, "Death of Gen. Wolfe at
Quebec.
"
3. Scenes from literature or Imagination, sports
events, and people In costume who are not
posing for portraits are usually called simply
Figure Painting,
Watteau, French, "Embarkation for the
Island of Cythera.
"
4. Scenes from the everyday life of the world
are called Genre Painting.
Bingham, American, "Raftsmen Playing Cards.
B. Still-Life Painting: usually a group of Inanimate
objects, such as books, glassware, pottery,
textiles, or musical Instruments, but may Include
such things as flowers, animals, birds, or fish,
usually human beings do not appear In stlll-llfe
painting.
Chardin, French, "Still Life."
C. Landscape or Seascape Painting: when the scene Is
composed of fields, mountains, rivers, and trees,
or a scene of the ocean, sometimes showing the
shore and other times not. Usually the scene and
not the people who may be Included In It is the
more Important part of the subject.
Homer, American, "Northeaster.
"
D. Abstract Painting: when a non-naturallstlc subject
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unrelated to the representation of natural objects
Is presented,
Picasso, Spanish, ”La Table.”
III. Not a Complete List .
A. This is not a complete list of all types of ideas
in painting. It does include the types of paint-
ing necessary for our study.
IV. The Concept of Representation .
Gerlcault, French, ”The Raft of Medusa.”
A. Most of what we call modern painting, which starts
in the last part of the nineteenth century, is
concerned with the complete or natural appearance
of objects.
1. We see objects in much the same way that a
camera shows them.
2. The csimera does not give an accurate picture
as we never can get our eye close enough to
get an exact image.
B. Although modern painters presented the natural
appearance of objects, few of the best painters
had any thought of representing the comp lete
appearance of nature.
Cassatt, American, ”At the Opera.”
C. They express all the essential facts of the form
and tone of objects within definite limits with-
out attempting to imitate nature.
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Drawing and painting may be thought of as a way of
expressing some of our Ideas about an object,
1. These Ideas have been formed from the exper-
ience of seeing.
2. They need not be Just a recording of that
experience.
3. They are the product of the artist's thinking
about what is Important to use to represent
the appearance of an object.
4. As the smell of an apple In a dark room may
suggest the whole Idea of an apple, so can a
few selected Ideas about an object suggest the
complete object.
We see things not only In height and width but
also In depth.
Seurat, French, "La Grande Jatte.
"
1. This Is really a flat picture on the retina of
our eye, but we think of It as having depth
or three Instead of two dimensions. This Is
called a three-dimensional concept or belief.
The simplest picture of a box would be a square or
rectangle shown by lines around the edges.
When we see objects In depth the effect is known
as perspective.
Utrillo, French, "La Rue Saint-Rust Ique.
"
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1, Natural perspective Is seen In the familiar
example of railroad tracks coming together in
the distance.
2, This natural perspective In a picture depends
on the position In which one Is standing,
3, A geometric or Isometric projection might
express our ideas of the object better, since
we could see It from several points of view
and form a better Idea of It.
4, A Chinese or Japanese painter would show an
object this way, since they have long been
used to this method of representation.
Chinese Painter, "Lady Wen-Chl*s Return to
China,
"
5, In some cases this would be a better way,
since the objects do not become smaller In
the distance but remain the same size as the
objects to which they actually are near.
6, We are used to the perspective of the camera,
but we could be Just as used to angular-
projection perspective.
V. The Historic Use of Concepts .
A. Most of the finest painting up to the nineteenth
century was definitely non-naturalistlc.
del Sarto, Italian, "Madonna of the Harpies."
1. We call this using abstract or man-made methods
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2. Some paintings by Flemish artists and those
they Influenced, and the majority of paintings
produced In Holland In the seventeenth century
were more naturalistic.
Vermeer, Dutch, "Young Woman at Casement."
3. The painting of the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries In China, and the fifteenth century
In Italy Is highly perfected In the rendering
of form Including the work of the Italian,
Duccio, at the beginning of the fourteenth
century.
Duccio, Italian, "The Crucifixion."
VI. The Need for Understanding the Methods Used .
A. Our failure to like some of these paintings Is
often due to the unfamiliar manner In which they
expressed their Ideas,
1, Do not make the mistake of thinking that these
manners come from Ignorance. We call them
primitive, but they are highly sophisticated.
B. The different modes of painting may be thought of
as different languages or various dialects within
a language. An accent from the South or from
Texas may express an Idea as clearly as an accent
from Boston.
VII. The Contemporary Use of Concepts .
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dialects in order to know the points of view of
the artist and what he Is driving at.
B. There Is very little that Is new In our modern
experimental painting, and If we understand the
painting of the past, we can understaind the
painting of today.
Benton, American, “The Arts of the South."
C. When we attempt painting for ourselves. It Is of
the utmost Importance to know clearly what mode we
will choose and why we should choose It for a
clear expression of our Idea.
Hopper, American, "Light House Hill.
"
D. If we wish to understand the purpose of the
artist In choosing his manner of expression, we
must he familiar with these manners and know how
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LANTERN SLICES FOR CHAPTER II
1. da Vinci, Italian, "The Last Supper.”
2. Sargent, American, "Mrs. Swinton.
"
3. West, American, "Death of General Wolfe."
4. Watteau, French, "Embarkation for Cythera.
"
5. Bingham, American, "Raftsmen Playing Cards."
6. Chardin, French, "Still Life."
7. Homer, American, "Northeaster."
8. Picasso, Spanish, "La Table."
9. Gericault, French, "The Raft of Medusa."
10. Cassatt, American, "At the Opera."
11. Seurat, French, "La Grande Jatte."
12. Utrillo, French, "La Rue Saint-Rustique.
"
13. Chinese Painter, Chinese, "Lady Wen-Chi* s Return to
China. "
14. del Sarto, Italian, "Madonna of the Harpies."
15. Vermeer, Dutch, "Young Woman at Casement."
16. Duccio, Italian, "The Crucifixion."
17. Benton, American, "The Arts of the South."
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THE MODE OF LINE OR DELINEATION
I. General Remarks .
A. The Methods of Line Drawing*
1. Line is a man-made device. We call it an
abstract device, since it is not a natural
product.
2. There are no lines in nature.
3. We have, instead, contrasting edges.
a. Light edges against a dark mass or dark
edges against a light mass.
b. When they are quite sharp and well defined,
we recognize them as an edge.
c. When they are rounded or not easily seen,
they are called contours.
4. A simple mass contrasted against light or dark
we call a silhouette.
Whistler, American, "Portrait of the
Artist's Mother."
5. Smaller areas within the silhouette may be
seen.
a. When these areas are somewhat flattened,
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6. Planes must appear to be forward or back and
In all their various positions*
Brueghel, Dutch, "Rustic Wedding Feast."
7. Planes often meet to form edges or countours.
8. If we draw lines to define the shape and
position of these edges or contours, we express
more of the form of the object than ceji be
shown by the silhouette which only shows the
very outside edges or contours.
Sargent, American, "Study."
9. In objects or groups of objects that have
projecting parte like the arms and legs of a
figure, some of the planes further back are
cut off by the near planes.
10. If we distinguish between these planes, we
express still more of the form.
11. The method of doing this is the secret of
expressive line drawing.
The Selection and Rendering of Line.
1. The Judgment of when line will be used, where
and what kind of line to use, and how the
lines will be organized, will determine how
much to render and how much to leave out.
Toba Sojo, Japanese, "A Fancy Play."
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the soul of wit. This Is frequently true In
drawing.
3. Many of the most expressive drawings are made
with a minimum of line.
4. In general one may say that the fewer lines
the artist chooses to use the more of the
solid form Is suggested rather thsm drawn.
Torll Klyomasu, Japanese, ”Actor.
"
The Relation of Line and Form.
1.
A real master of line will draw so that every
line not only gives form to the detail, but
will also express Its relation to the total
form of an object.
The Organization of Line.
Rembrandt, Dutch, "Raising of Lazarus."
1. Many drawings are composed of masses of lines
to form tones, and are fully as expressive for
their purpose.
2. The process of selection, rendering, relating
the line to the form and the organization of
the lines, distinguish the good from the
commonplace In examples of delineation.
3. It Is this sense of complete organization that
gives us the pleasure we find In the slightest
drawing of the great masters.
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Rembrandt, Dutch, "Study."
Drawing may be thought of as painting up to
the point of the addition of color. It may
be made with either pointed instruments or
brushes.
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LANTERN SLIDES FOR CHAPTER III
1, Whistler, American, “Portrait of the Artist's Mother,
“
2, Brueghel, Dutch, “Rustic Wedding Feast.
“
3, Sargent, American, "Study."
4, Toba Sojo, Japanese, "A Fancy Play,"
5, Tori Kiyomasu, Japanese, “Actor."
6, Rembrandt, Dutch, “Raising of Lazarus."
7, Rembrandt, Dutch, "Study."
Additional Slides
1, Sotasu, Japanese, "Group of Deer."





3. Chinese Painter, Chinese "Brush Strokes. (Trees)
4. Chinese Painter, Chinese "Brush Strokes. (Men)
5. Chinese Painter, Chinese "Brush Strokes. (Birds)
6. Chinese Painter, Chinese, "Brush Strokes. (Leaves)
7. Chinese Painter, Chinese "Deer in Forest.
"
8. T'ang Yiu, Chinese, "Carp. H
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The Breaking of Lines to Distinguish Planes,
Plnturicchlo, Italian, "Study for Figure."
A. The Subject.
1.
This Is a study for a figure In which the
artist has the problem of drawing the drapery
In such a manner that It will conform to the
figure.
B. The Problem of Selecting Lines*
1. The exposed flesh of the figure Is of little
Importance to the whole drawing, and the head,
hands and one foot are simply but skillfully
rendered In lines that are reduced to a
minimum. They show Just enough contour to
express them accurately.
2. The drapery Is the problem which interests the
artist.
3. If the line he uses Is course and heavy. It
will suggest that kind of material. If It Is
too fine, the material suggested could not
take the stiff, crisp folds he desires.
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planes and contours.
5. To organize and classify them, they are
grouped Into primary and secondary folds.
This grouping might be carried much further
in a more complete rendering.
6. Primary folds are the large masses which seem
to bear the most weight of material.
'J'. Secondary folds are the lesser folds which
show the connection between the primary folds,
and hold the whole mass together.
8. A glance will show that the line selected is
clean and crisp with Just enough strength to
suggest, perhaps, a heavy silk. It is too
crisp for cotton or wool. Cotton would not
break in such sharp folds without sizing to
stiffen it. Wool would give folds of more
bulk, and require a softer line to be well
rendered.
The Rendering of Line.
1. These lines are swift and sure. There is no
evidence of fumbling. One line only appears
to be redrawn along the contour of the left
leg.
2. The study of any one line will show many
variations in its texture.
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D, The Relation of Line and Form,
1. Only a minimum of line Is used*
2* The hooks at the ends of many lines play a
definite part In suggesting the form of a
fold, A sharp end to the line would change
the entire method.
3. Much of the form Is suggested rather than
rendered.
4. The primary folds have the strongest line In
the nearer planes.
5. Notice how skillfully the close-grouped planes
of the folds on the further shoulder are
saved from confusion by leaving a space where
one plane passes behind another.
6. The strong lines of the contours of the arm
bring them well out from the body, and give
them the tension of arrested motion.
7. How simple and yet how convincing Is the
selection and rendering of these forms.
8. Two other uses of grouped lines may be seen
In the rendering of the shadows.
a. The darkest tones are shown by close-
grouped, heavy lines which cross each
other, called cross-hatching.
b. A lighter tone Is shown in some of the
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larger folds of the drapery along the
back.
o. A still lighter tone is used on the bend
of a fold, and helps the form to bend as
It rounds from front to back. These lines
are hatched, but not cross-hatched,
d. Close examination will show several other
tones all lighter or darker in relation
to their positions in forward or backward
planes.
9. The use of these tones gives a representation
of light and shade on the figure which has
nothing to do with natural lighting.
E. The Organization of Lines.
1. In the examination of primary and secondary
folds of the garment, one cannot help but
notice the way in which the folds are
organized and out of which the head and
shoulders of the figure seem to rise. The
rings of folds might be an open blossom.
2. The folds drape over the body, and reveal its
structure beneath them.
3. They establish a rhythm of repeated shapes,
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4. The variety of size and variation of the shape
character maintain an Interest of design.
5. In spite of the non-natural arrangement, one
finds the rendering a satisfying expression
of a garment over a figure*
6. All of the essential facts are stated.
7. Many of the non-essential facts are eliminated.
8. The relation of the figure to the outside
limits is such as to leave interesting shapes
around it.
9. The whole is well unified and consistent.
II. The Breaking of Lines to Distinguish Planes. G-rouped
Lines, Hatched, and Cross-Hatched Lines.
Raphael, Italian, ’’Study After Mantegna."
A. The Subject.
1. This is a study of a draped figure by one of
the most famous artists of the Italian
Renaissance. His paintings of the Madonna
and the Christ Child are most widely known
and admired.
2. There is no doubt that it is the figure of a
strong man in spite of the flowing drapery
we expect to see more often used as the dress
for woman. This flow of drapery is one of
the characteristic interests of Raphael, and
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STUDY FOR FIGURE IN FRESCO IN SISTINE CHAPEL
BY PINTURICCHIO (I4S4-1S13)
Pen Drawing




he Is master of representing it.
B. The Selection of Line*
1. One of the first things to notice in examining
his use of line is the strong accent of line
on alternating sides of the figure by which
he emphasizes the twisting motion of the
figure.
C. The Rendering of Line.
1. He has drawn the line several times not as
one might think because he is careless or
unskillful, but rather to get it exactly
right* Actually, the line is clean, sure
and expressive.
D. Relating Line to Form*
1* The complicated In-and-outness of the drapery
is clearly and consistently drawn*
2* The tension of the muscles is shown by Just
the slightest suggestion in the hands, wrists,
legs and neck, by using Just a few sharp,
delicate lines in exactly the right place to
show where the tensions come*
3* Notice that he has only barely suggested this
with a minimum of drawing*
E. The Organization of Line.
1. The breaks between lines are used by Raphael
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too, whenever there Is a danger of confusing
planes, and to show one plane passing behind
another.
2. Raphael has used several devices for rendering
his forms by organized lines.
3. Over the forward shoulder a series of short
strokes accent the forward thrust of the
shoulder. At the top of the series, a tiny
stroke parallel to the outside of the shoulder
suggests the spring of a fold that differen-
tiates this series from a shadow effect.
4. Close examination will show this same device
In many other parts of the drawing.
5. Another device Is the series of short strokes
at right angle to the line that defines a
fold.
6. This device rounds the edge and gives it
bulk.
7. Another device Is the manner In which he uses
the long, diagonal strokes across the nearer
side of the figure and into the drapery, to
unify these complicated shapes Into a simple
mass with planes which are forward and back.
8. In any part of the drawing a group of lines
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plane of forward-and-backward movement.
9.
Some suggestion of shadow Is given by the
cross-hatched lines between the legs and
along the nearest plane of the right leg.
10. An additional purpose of these tones is to
keep the heavy or darker tone grouped near
the bottom of the drawing, allowing It to
become lighter toward the top as is the effect
in nature on a large structure.
11. By this device the drawing of a man takes on
some of the grandeur of a building or a
monument, and is one of the features of what
we call the monumental style in painting.
12. Notice how his desire for accuracy has
caused him to restudy the toes of the right
foot without the strap of the sandal.
13. A fine artist always places the subject in
correct and lively relation to the outside
limit or frame. Even in this study, never
Intended for public exhibition, Raphael has
done this.
III. Broken Lines and Grouped Lines to Represent Texture .
Toba Sojo, Japanese, ”A Fancy Play.”
A. The Subject.
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STUDY AFTER ENGRAVING BY MANTEGNA
BY lU^PHAEL (1483-1520)
Pen Drawing
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that fine artists of every nation and time
have a common Interest in, and often a common
solution to the same problems.
2. This delightfully droll brush painting shows
many of the same line devices of the
Renaissance drawings already examined.
B. The Selection of Line.
1. This painting has great variety of line, and
each line medces a definite contribution, not
only to the Individual object It represents,
but to the play of light and dark accents
over the whole design.
2. One new feature Is the use of line to show
texture.
a. Examine the lines used to suggest the
coat of the deer, and those used on the
pig and frog.
3. Another use of strokes Is seen In the render-
ing of the trees and shrubs. Later examples
will show this more closely.
C. The Rendering of Line.
1. Oriental painting emphasizes line much more
than Western painting. There are many
examples which show the unbelievable skill
with which the Oriental painter uses line with
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a surety and freedom one seldom sees in
Western work.
D. The Relation of Line to Form.
1. This painting shows particularly how definite
the use of spaces or breaks In line can
express the division and movement of planes.
2. Again one sees the forms revealed with a few
selected but vitally important lines.
E. The Organization of Lines.
1. Usually only the contours are revealed by line
with Just a few additional strokes suggesting
fur or bristles.
2. The discussion of lines and strokes grouped
to represent foliage and other things will
be left for a later example.
Broken Lines and the Difficulty of Reducing Lines to
a Minimum.
Rembrandt, Dutch, "Christ in the Garden."
A. The Subject.
1. To one unfamiliar with the studies an artist
makes for a painting, or Just from interest
in a particular problem this study may seem
purposeless, unfinished, and even careless.
2. It is not the sort of thing one expects to
see made by Rembrandt. However, he made
/ .
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thousands of studies, and this pen and wash
drawing shows the power of his genius by its
very simplicity.
E. The Selection of Line.
1. With Just a few strokes of his brush and a
few bold washes of tone, he has organized a
picture. It is not, nor is it intended to
be a complete picture. It is part of the
creative process, used by an artist to clarify
and orgeuiize his ideas.
C. The Rendering of Line.
1. With a few strokes he revealed an angel, a
crouched figure, a reclining figure, and
possibly two other heads in the lower left
corner.
2. This is an artist's shorthand but the most
demanding kind of shorthand.
?. In general, one may say that in reducing line
to a minimum, the difficulty of expression
Increases proportionately to the details
eliminated.
D. The Relation of Line to Form.
1. This is a particularly good example of great
spaces left between planes in the vigorous
and rapid handling of Rembrandt's brush.
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E. The Organization of Line*
1. Thle is not the whole drawing, but even this
fragment is organized with the utmost skill.
The Elimination of Detail and the Representation of
Receding Planes for Distance ,




1. Landscape is one of the favorite subjects for
painters. It offers a very special challenge
to the artist for drawing,
2, Turner was one of the great painters of
imaginative landscapes and seascapes, but
one can see in his drawing that his imagina-
tion was supplemented by the most careful
study of nature,
B, The Selection of Line.
1. With almost incredible restraint Turner has
revealed all the Important features of a
whole city. Rocks, trees, homes, public
buildings, monuments, ruins, churches, and a
castle, are all depicted,
C, The Rendering of Line,
1, A few nervous jagged lines show masses of
rocks
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CHRIST IN THE GARDEN (DETAIL)
BY REMBRANDT (1606-1669)
Pen and Wash Drawing
Expression of three-dimensional form by abstract devices in the handling of line
. --
—compare with work by Toba Sojo,

D. The Relation of Line and Form,
1. A few scratches of line and one sees a mass
of trees,
2, A few dote, a bit of line, and a city block
appears,
3. A few dote and a wisp of a stroke show the
Wallace monument,
4, A touch, a dot, and a tower present the
great looming mass of Edinburgh Castle crown-
ing the hill in the dlstajice,
E. The Organization of Line,
1, Never for a moment is there any question in
this shortest of shorthand the relative size
or position of any mass or object,
2, It is organization by elimination and much is
left out,
3, Only the most Important features are
emphasized by showing their most Important
contours,
4, Line, form, and organization are very clearly
Interrelated in this work,
5, One feature to notice is the consistent
lightening of the line in successive planes
into the far distance,
6, This device is taken from nature where
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increasing distance increases the depth of
the veil of air between us and the objects,
softening their contours and tones.
7. It is only by the most careful thought for the
relation of each step of organization in rela-
tion to the whole that makes this art a con-
vincing revelation of the scene.
F. Additional Examples of Diminishing Contrast of
Line.
1. Turner, English, "Ben Arthur."
a. This example shows the use of careful
balsince of line in various parts of the
picture.
b. It also shows the gradual change necessary
from heavy to light lines in showing
distance.
c. Too much rapid change from heavy to light
lines would spoil the harmonious arrange-
ment.
2. Prout, English, "Evreux.
"
a. Another example of the careful arrangement
of dark to light lines in diminishing
distance.
b. Again one may see how the lines are
detached from the frame of the picture
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and heavy accents are avoided against thes€
edges for some distance In order to avoid
attracting the eye away from the central
Interest.
c. The detachment of lines device is used
consistently by Prout.
Accenting Edges of Planes .
Yttan, Chinese, "Portion of Landscape Roll."
A, The Subject.
1. Landscape painting is one of the most highly
developed forms of Japanese and Chinese
painting.
2. The grandeur of this scene is remarkable for
the simplicity with which it is effected.
B. The Selection of Line.
1. This is not a truly linear painting, but it
shows the use of the same devices as used by
Turner to distinguish the planes.
C, The Rendering of Line.
1. Edges are accented by washes of color and
some grouped strokes are used,
D. The Relation of Line to Form,
1. Each edge is distinguished by the character
of its form to represent objects in the scene.
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From Notes by Mr. Ruskin on Samuel Proul and William Hunt Courtesy The Fine Arts Society, London
EVREUX
BY SAMUEL PROUT (cl784-18S2)
Pencil Drawing
Distinction of planes by abstract devices in handling of line
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ing tone to step the planes back Into the
distance and distinguish it from adjoining
planes.
3. Notice how the method of leaving spaces is
adapted to this technique.
E. The Organization of Lines.
1. The accents of the edges replace the method of
grouped lines, although along the ridges of
the mountain there are some grouped lines
that suggest the forms of trees. Some edges
are so narrow they may be called lines.
2. A consistent and beautifully balanced pattern
of dark spots carries the eye through the
composition.
3. It is one of the qualities of some oriental
paintings that this eye-movement adds great
pleasure to the contemplation of the picture.




1. This is a brush drawing depicting the struggle
of a sailboat as it approaches the shore in a
windswept sea.
B. The Selection of Line.
1. A great many kinds of lines are used in
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representing rock form, and other details,
such as waves, foam and foliage*
C. The Rendering of Line
1.
Another method of using line Is seen In the
representation of the tree, foliage and waves.
D, The Relation of Line to Form and the Organization
of Line Used Together.
1. In the representation of the foliage and the
tree branches, we see the organization and
relation of line to form working at the same
time. The lines are the form.
2. Each line represents a leaf or a branch.
3. They are organized to give the Idea of the
arrsuigement In growth.
4. There Is no attempt to draw each leaf or
branch but to express the order of that
growth.
5. Each line Is formed In a way as to distinguish
between a leaf of bamboo or the branch of a
tree.
6. In representing water, the lines are organized
to show a curling wave with foam near to and
a swirling swell In the middle distance.
7. Another feature Is seen In the organization of
line to show direction.
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a. The organized placing of lines Indicate
which way the wind blows suid the waves
flow.
b. These uses of organization are a very
Important addition to our knowledge of
the use of line*
VIII. The Use of Organized Lines to Show Form .




Turner presents his Idea of a scene from a
story from mythology.
B. The Organization of Line to Show Form.
1. Turner used a series of rounded forms to show
masses of leaves.
2. The same care Is used In organizing his lines
to show the formation of bark on the trees.
3. The same method shows a form of plant In the
foreground, but with a sharper and more
varied stroke which distinguishes another kind
of leaf form.
4. Some shadow Is shown In places. It Is clear,
however, that this Is done more for the
purpose of rendering diminishing tones than
to depict an effect of natural lighting.
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From Selected Relics of Japanese Art
STORM
BY SESSON (JAPANESE, SIXTEENTH CENTURY)
Brush Drawing
Use of abstract line-motives in rendering of organization of form in various details
of landscape

C. Grouped Lines to Show Form In Painting,
1.
It is seldom realized that in most of land-
scape painting the principle of grouping, by
using brush strokes, has been used to
represent foliage.




1. This is a combination of a block print with
brush painting.
2. We know from the study of design something of
the use of line to express varying emotions.
3. Oriental painting has long made use of line
to make emotionally expressive paintings.
B. The Selection of Line.
1. These straight swift lines are used to express
the towering rage of the actor.
2, Many devices of line are used to express the
violent motion of the figure.
C. The Rendering of Line,
1. These lines are rendered with a brush over a
color print out and printed from a wood
block.
D. The Relation of Line to Form.
1. Most of the lines are used to outline forms.
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but some of the strokes are introduced to
represent folds of the material or simply
designs on the material.
2, This Is an excellent example to study the
many devices of line available to the skill-
ful artist.
E. The Organization of Line.
1. The skill of the artist In organizing the
lines In this picture Is shovm by the way he
has blended the straight and curved lines.
2. The change Is never sudden and examination
will show that the curving of lines begins
gradually some distance from the lines which
curve the most, making a very gradual change.
3. Even In this very non-naturallstlc painting
there Is a convincing representation of a
figure by careful orgsmlzation of the lines
used to suggest Its form.




1. A religious painting.
2. This Is a strong contrast In the use of
expressive lines.
3. The quiet serenity of this painting Is t 3rplcal
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Expressionistic use of line >
. )

of the religious painting of Chinese and Jap-
anese art.
B. The Selection of Line,
1, Enumeration of the kinds of line in this work
would be almost endless.
2, Years and years of devoted work are spent
making these religious paintings. The artists
believe their paintings to be the greatest
contribution of their lifetime.
C. The Rendering of Line.
1. It must be admitted that only a few of the
greatest Western artists have ever approached
the skill of Oriental artists in rendering
line.
D. The Relation of Line to Form.
1. The selection of line and the relation of
line to form are endlessly varied.
E. The Organization of Line.
1. This is such that however restful the whole
design, as one studies it the eye is drawn
gently upward in a flowing movement.
2. These lines express the hopeful aspiration of
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LANTERN SLIDES FOR CHAPTER IV
1. Plnturicchlo, Italian, "Study for Figure."
2. Raphael, Italian, "Study after Mantegna."
3. Toba Sojo, Japanese, "A Fancy Play."
4. Rembrandt, Dutch, "Christ In the Garden."
5. Turner, English, "Edinburgh."
6. Turner, English, "Ben Arthur. "
7. Turner, English, "Procrls and Cephalus.
"
8. Prout, English, "Evreux.
"
9. Yttan, Chinese, "Portion of Landscape Roll."
10. Sesson, Japanese, "Storm."
11. Klyomasu, Japanese, "Actor."
12. Japanese, Japanese, "Bodhlsattva.
"
Additional Slides
1. Koyetsu, Japanese, "Deer Shrubs."
2. Kono Shoel, Japanese, "Tiger and Leopard."
3. Chinese Painter, Chinese, "Book of Prophecies."
4. da Vinci, Italisui, "Study of Rocks."
5. da Vinci, Italian, "Study of Trees."
6. da Vinci, Italian, "Mountains."
7. Raphael, Italian, "Study of Child."
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From Selected Relics of Japanese Art
BODHISATTVA
BY A JAPANESE PAINTER OF THE TWELFTH CENTURY
Painting on Silk
Expressionistic use of line

CHAPTER V
THE MODE OF FORM-DRAWING
I. General Remarks
.
dl Credl, Italian, ’’Head of Youth.”
A. Single Objects or Figures.
1, This may be said to be the method used in
drawing that resembles the technique of the
sculptor,
2, No attention is given to the general lighting
of the space v^ich encloses the object,
3, dl Credl draws the form of the head by using
light and dark tones to model a head on a flat
surface,
4, This is a common practice of many of the
Renaissance masters in making studies of
Individual figures,
5, No discrimination Is made as to how light or
dark the flesh and the clothing may be. The
‘ representation of an Indian would be distin-
guishable by the forms of the features alone,
not by a darker tone than a white person.
f
• 6. Plaster, flesh, wood, or marble would appear
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Courtesy Museum of Fine Arts, Boston
HEAD OF YOUTH
BY LORENZO DI CREDI (1456-1537)
Silver-Point Drawing
Form-drawing
Courtesy Museum of Fine Arts, Boston
DEATH OF THE VIRGIN
BY SCHONGAUER (c 1445-50—1491)
Line Engraving
Form-drawing
7, Same Line is Used.
a. To show the contour of a light edge
against a background.
b. To emphasize certain contours as In line-
drawing.
c. Some details of eyebrows and locks of
hair are often rendered In line.
Schongauer, German, “Death of The Virgin."
This method need not be confined to single figures
as It can be applied to groups sind scenes as well.
1. The number of tones used between the lightest
and darkest tone may be as great as Is
desired.
a. This Is done to show more complete model-
ing.
2. Notice that everyone In the picture might be
wearing the same colored clothing as far as
the drawing shows.
3. No one person Is lighter or darker than
another.
4. The candlestick In front casts no shadow.
5. The staff with a cross on the top casts no
shadow and has no shadow on It.
6. One cannot tell how the room Is lighted.
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Courtesy Pierpont Morgan Library, New York
STUDY FOR PAINTING
BY TIEPOLO (1696-1770)
Pen and Wash Drawing
Abstract form-drawing

C. The Broad Expression of Light Effects.
Rembrandt, Dutch, "Study."
1. This is a form-drawing with the addition of
the larger masses of shadow put in with washes
2. Each figure is modeled by Itself.
D. Abstract Form- Drawing.
Tiepolo, Italian, "Study for Painting.
"
1. When the broad effects of light and shadow
are reduced to simple masses, it is known
as "abstract form-drawing."
a. The artist makes a deliberate selection
that is far removed from a naturalistic
effect.
2. Only the broadest distinction of those parts
in direct light and in shadow are shown.
a. This is a common practice today in many
cartoons and illustration.
3. This has been reduced almost to a single light
and a single dark, using the paper for the
light tone.
a. Line-drawing is used as has been discussed
4. This strong contrast usually suggest sun-
light and shadow.
Lippi, Italian, "Figure-Study."
5. When the paper used is dark, white chalk may
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Courtesy The Vasari Society, London
FIGURE-STUDY
BY FILIPPO LIPPI (1406-1469)
Crayon and White on Gray Paper
Form-drawing

be used for the lights and crayon or charcoal
for the darks.
a. The paper Is used for the middle tone and
the crayon renders the tones between light-
est and middle, and middle and dark.
Rembrandt, Dutch, "Raising of Lazarus."
6. The etching by Rembrandt shows the almost
endless possibilities of variation of this
method.
a. No shading Is used to show the modeling in
the lightest areas, only line.
b. The cross-hatched lines are used to show
modeling but also they form a pattern of
different tones throughout the picture.
c. More care Is used In organizing this
pattern of tone than In modeling the forms,
d. This method of tone-pattern Is common In !
contemporary painting.
e. This Is a splendid example to refer to for
meiny devices for using line, as Rembremdt i
was one of the greatest masters of line.
7. When the representation of the color of objects
Is Introduced into form-drawing. It usually
produces what is called a "cheap effect."
a. The drawing becomes too "pretty" and
loses much of its dramatic strength.
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LANTERN SLIDES FOR CHAPTER V
1. dl Credl, Italian, ”Head,
”
2. Schongauer, German, ’’Death of the Virgin.”
3. Rembrandt, Dutch, "Study.”
4. Rembrandt, Dutch, ’’Raising of Lazarus.”
5. Tiepolo, Italian, "Study for Painting. ’’
6. Lippi, Italian, "Figure-Study.”
AddltlonaQ. Slides
1. da Messina, Italian, "Head.”
2. Bartolommeo, Italian, "Helmeted Horseman.
"
3. Bellini, Gentile, Italian, "Assembling for a Procession.”
4. Botticelli, Italian, "Abundance."
5. Botticelli, Italian, "Study of Seated Woman.”
6. dl Credl, Itallam, "Study of Drapery."
7. Ghirlandaio, Italian, "Profile of Man.”
8. da Vinci, Italian, "Cats."
9. Michelangelo, Italian, "Study of Horses."
10. Dttrer, German, "Self Portrait at Thirteen."
11. Dttrer, German, "Prodigal Son.”
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PORTRAIT
BY NANTEUIL (cl623-1678)











1. These may be found in the reproductive engrav-
ings after paintings made in the seventeenth,
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
P. Many engravings In this mode were made from
the work of our early landscape painters.
They range in subject from single figures
to large and complicated landscapes,
B. The Method,
1, The result of color-value drawings is to
realize in different values of neutral or one
color (monochrome) as near as possible the
complete effect of the original painting.
2, It is representation of form and representa-
tion of the amount of light or dark in the
color of the local tones,
a. Local tones are the colors of individual
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b. In a landscape the artist would endeavor
to show light or dark green leaves, or a
dark red flower as contrasted to a light
yellow flower. Each flower would be a
local tone of color.
C. The Chauiges Necessary,
1, The difference in effect between color and
monochrome required changes.
a. Value contrasts were substituted for
contrasts possible between colors, but
not between values.
b. The skill with which this was accomplished
varied and the general effect was often
spoiled,
D. Photographs.
1. Photographs are mechanical color-value
representations.
a. Because of the varying sensitivity of
film to colors, they are not accurate.
b. Even with the use of color filters a
photograph rarely approaches complete
accuracy.
E. Modern Versions of Color-Value Representation.
1. The wash drawings and pastel drawings of
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PORTRAIT OF SNYDERS




F. LimltatlonB of this Mode*
1* Many people regard the results obtained with
the more limited modes of representation as
more artistically satisfying.
Combining Form-Drawing and Color-Value Drawing,
Van Dyck, Dutch, ’’Portrait of Snyders.”
Degas, French, "Study of Manet."
A. The best artists make changes In the natural
effect for best results.
1. Only the most Important value contrasts are
selected.
a. This requires the skill of the expert.
b. It must be done systematically.
2. There Is no one rule for this method.
a. It is an instinctive arrangement of tone
in relation to each other.
B. The use of this mode Is one of the challenges
In a lifetime study of representation,
C. The use of combinations of the modes requires
careful thinking for consistent use.
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LANTERN SLIDES FOR CHAPTER VI
!• Van Dyck, Dutch, •’Portrait of Snyders."
2. Degas, French, "Study of Manet."
3. Nanteull, French, "Portrait."
Additional Slides
1. da Vinci, Italian, "Drapery."
2. Michelangelo, Italian, "Head."
3. Diego, Spanish, "Portrait of Woman."
4. Ingres, French, "Portrait of Mme. Boucher."
5. Ingres, French, "Study for Painting."
6. Rubens, Dutch, "Drawing."
7. Rubens, Dutch, "Study of Armor."
8. Coleman, American, "The Arch."
9. Degas, French, "Ballet G-lrls.
"
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THE MODES OF PAINTING
I. The Principal Classifications by Modes ,
A. The Mode of Line and Local Tone.
Hul T'sung, Chinese, "Ladles of Court Preparing
New Silk."
1. Form Is expressed mainly by line.
a. The study of line-drawings suggests the
variety of expression and the amount of
solid form that may be expressed by the
use of line alone.
2. The local tone (color) of each object Is
also given by means of paint spread over Its
field in the painting.
a. This Is usually a flat tone In each field.
b. The wing of a bird or a petal of a flower
may show some gradation.
c. The gradation is used to accent edges and
thus assist the expression of form by the
lines.
3. This method Is much In use today.
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1. In this mode the aim of the painter is very
similar to the aim of the sculptor*
2* The effort is directed to modeling the solid
form*
3* The general lighting in the picture has little
to do with revealing the form of the objects
in light and shade*
4. Very little cast shadow is shown. When it is
shown, it is not important to the revelation
of form*
5* The local tones of the different fields are
given but never with complete regard for the
natural relation of values in various plsuies*
C* The Venetian Pictorial Mode*
Tintoretto, Italian, "Miracle of St. Mark."
1* This classification lies between the mode of
relief and the mode of complete visual effect
which is rendered in entirely realistic
fashion*
2* In a characteristic example some figures are
placed in large shadows while others are
placed in correspondingly broad masses of
light.
3* Some of our best Illustrators have borrowed
this plan from the late Renaissance painters
of Venice.
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4, The effect Is very dramatic and emphasizes
one section of the painting while suppressing
another,
D. The Mode of Total Visual Effect,
Vermeer, Dutch, "Portrait of Painter,"
1. The effect in this mode of representation is
to give the complete effect of natural light-
ing.
2. This type of painting is known popularly as
"finished" or "naturalistic" painting.
3. In spite of this complete representation the
mode is not a mere imitation of nature.
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LANTERN SLIDES FOR CHAPTER VII
1* Hul T'sung, Chinese, "Ladles of the Court Preparing
New Silk."
2. Crlvelli, Italian, "Pleta.
"
3. Tintoretto, Italian, "Miracle of St. Mark."
4. Vermeer, Dutch, "Portrait of Painter.
"
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EXAMPLES OF THE MODE OF LINE AND LOCAL TONE
The Use of Line to Express Form with Color Added to
the Local Areas In Western Art ,
Bellini, Gentile, Italian, •’A Turkish Youth.”
A, The Subject.
1. Bellini painted this picture either during or
after a visit to the court of the sultan.
2. It represents one instance of the blending of
practices of two nations of very different
mamners and customs.
B, The Use of Line.
1. The figure is rendered with convincing realism,
using the devices of line-drawing.
2. Each area is definitely outlined.
3. The smaller areas are revealed by line.
4. With all the feeling of rounded forms which
the garment covers, there is only a slight
indication of shading under the knee. This
is also true of the turban and a small section
of the face.
C, The Use of Tone.
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PORTRAIT
BY CHINESE PAINTER OF MING EPOCH
Detail or Painting on Silk
Painting in mode of line and local tone with variation of tone to distinguish planes

have been painted a flat area of tone and the
drawing of the design painted on that,
2, Each area is essentially a flat tone of color,
including each area of the background,
3, What little suggestion there is of modeling
or shading by tone is done to accent the
edge against which it falls.
D. The Organization,
1. The position of the figure and the contours
of the garment are arranged to make an
Interesting silhouette,
2. The areas around the figure are carefully
varied in size and shape,
3. The whole organization is treated as a flat
design,
E. A Modern Application,
1. This Is the method used by the animated
cartoons and the posters of today,
2, It is usually regarded as a decorative manner
of painting as contrasted to plastic methods.
The Use of Line and Local Tone in Eastern Art.
Chinese Painter, Chinese, "Portrait."
A. The Subject.
1. A portrait painting of the Ming epoch done
on silk.
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B. The Use of Line*
1,
All of the essential form Is rendered with
line.
C. The Use of Tone.
1. Each area Is painted In a flat tone except
the face.
2, Some slight variation of tone Is used, not for
shading, but to distinguish the planes aroxmd
the features.
D. The Organization.
1. The figure Is placed In a manner that will
dominate the picture.
2. A few details of eyebrows and whiskers are
rendered In grouped lines but actually make
a local tone.
3. The use of line and local tone with slight
variations offers a great many possibilities
for rendering.
4. The mode of line aind local tone Is used by
many experimental and abstract painters.
a. It Is also used In painting for decoration
and for printed designs.
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LANTERN SLIDES FOR CHAPTER VIII
1. Bellini, Gentile, Italian, "Turkish Youth, “
2. Chinese Painter, Chinese, "Portrait."
Additional Slides
1. Brueghel, Dutch, "Rustic Wedding Feast."
2. Brueghel, Dutch, "Winter Scene."
3. Brueghel, Dutch, "Massacre of the Innocents."
4. Egyptlon, Egyptian, "Wall Painting."
5. Greek, Greek, "Vase Painting."
6. Greek, Greek, "Vase Painting."
7. Karin, Japanese, "Deer."
8. Klyanaga, Japanese, "Interior Scene."
9. Hiroshige, Japanese, "Street Scene."
10. Chinese Painter, Chinese, "Portraits."
11. Ta Hal Sso, Chinese, "Wall Painting."
12. Yen LI Peu, Chinese, "Thirteen Emperors."
13. Van Gogh, Dutch, "L* Arleslenne.
"
14. Van Gogh, Dutch, "Fishing Boats."
15. Gauguin, French, "Self Portrait."
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THE MODE OF RELIEF
I • The Painter Attempts to Model Form with Tone
•
del Castagno, Italian, “Last Supper,"
A. The Subject.
1. The Last Supper was a favorite theme among
the artists of the Renaissance,
2, This painting Is typical of the study of the
period to express correct anatomy of the
figure and have It express significant
emotion,
a. The action of the figure Including the
position of head, hands, legs and eyes,
should describe the feelings of the person
represented.
«3. This mode gives rise to the style called
monumental painting,
B. The Use of Line.
1. Lines as lines alone appear but seldom in
this mode of painting,
2, Many of the methods of using line were
Incorporated In building the forms with tones
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a. The movement of planes forward and back
were expressed by accenting or suppressing
edges and contours*
b* Overlapping planes were shown by soften-
ing the contours In the manner of dropping
a line to have a space between the edges*
c* Forward moving contours are strong and con-
tinuous, while backward moving contours
are softer aind more broken*
C* The Use of Tone*
1* The most noticeable feature of this mode is
the absence of cast shadow*
a* No shadow of one figure falls on another
object*
b. There is no shadow under the table*
c* The light is evenly distributed throughout
the room with no Indication of the source*
D* The Orgauilzation.
1* A distinct sense of order by numbers is used
in the forms represented* Each form object
Is repeated In rows with only minor variations
to avoid monotony*
2. This is as non-naturalist ic as the Chinese or
Japanese painting, except for the use of
natural perspective*
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3. The room shows no indldatlon of being filled
with air.
4. Only the right wall shows a suggestion of
shadow, but the light entering the windows
does not fall on the subjects.
5. Each field has its own local tone and each Is
fully modeled.
II. Another Example of the Mode of Relief .
Grozzoll, Italian, "Journey of the Magi."
A. The Subject.
1. This famous painting from the private chapel
of the Rlccardl Palace In Florence was recently
reproduced In the Christmas Issue of Life
msLgazlne.
2. The story Is told In terms of the costume,
landscape and characters of the period In
which It was painted.
3. Many of the figures are portraits.
4. This Is an example of Imaginative and realistic
representation consistently combined.
B. The Use of Line.
1. Many of the edges and contours are so sharp
that the whole effect Is one of linear
representation.
C. The Use of Tone.
Riccardi Palace, Florence Photograph by Alinari, Florence
JOURNEY OF THE MAGI
BY BENOZZO GOZZOLI (1420-1497)
Fresco (Detail)
Painting in mode of relief >
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1. This Is another picture without any render-
ing of the envelope of air.
2. Distance Is shown by diminishing size and
lightening of the local tone.
3. Each area has its local tone.
D. The Organization,
1. The story Is told as in a pagesmt, as the
long column winds through the hills.
2. Each figure is fully modeled by Itself,
3. What little indication of cast shadow Is
given is used to model the form, not to
organize the forms with each other.
4. The local tones are varied by using the
strongest Intensity of tone in the darkest
areas and modeling toward the light by mixing
white into the tone.
5. This is another example of abstract ideas in
use, since in nature the tones appear in the
reverse order,
a. The light shows the full Intensity of a
tone and the tones in shadow are at their
lowest intensity.
III. A Relief Palntlne with Foreshortenlne.
Mantegna, Italian, "Dead Christ.”
A. The Subject,
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Painting in mode of relief with foreshortening as opposed to perspective
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1. One of the most completely modeled figures in
painting*
a. This painting is one of the most skillfully
rendered.
2. Mantegna was deeply interested in the repre-
sentation of form andthe effects of perspec-
tive arrangement.
B. The Use of Line.
1. The sharp crisp edges of the planes appear
as lines*
C* The Use of Tone*
1. Color is again used as a substitute for the
stone of the sculptor*
D* The Organization,
1* The object of the study is the problem of
reversing the effect obtained when one uses
a camera from this angle*
IV. A Completely Sculpturesque Conception .
Michelangelo, Italian, "Creation of Adam."
A. The Subject.
1. The great Renaissance masterwork of the Slstlne
Chapel celling is an outstanding example of
this mode of painting*
2, Michelangelo was a sculptor first, and becsune
a painter at the command of his patron, the
Pope.
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3. This painting has been regarded through the
centuries as one of the greatest of paintings*
B* The Use of Line*
1* Line is expressed only by the contours*
C* The Use of Tone.
1* Only a fine color reproduction can begin to
suggest the accomplishment of Michelsuigelo
in the use of tone to model these heroic
figures*
2. The range of values is very limited, yet they
seem sculptured in the round*
3* A consistent abstraction that the artist uses
is to paint each field of local tone in
complete natural modeling*
4* As in other examples of this mode, the full
intensity of tone is in the shadow with the
lesser intensities used to model toward the
lightest tone by mixing with white*
D* The Organization*
1* In order to study the organization one must
refer to a reproduction of all the panels of
the entire celling*
2. Each panel is orgsinlzed individually and each
panel is related to the others by naturalistic
painting of architectural details*
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LANTERN SLIDES FOR CHAPTER IX
1. del Castagno, Italian, "Last Supper."
2. Gozzoll, Italian, "Journey of the Magi."
3. Mantegna, Italian, "Dead Christ."
4. Michelangelo, Italian, "Creation of Adam."
Additional Slides
1. Botticelli, Italian, "The Birth of Venus."
2. Botticelli, Italian, "Adoration of the Magi,"
3. Bellini, G-entlle, Italian, "Portrait of Doge Loredano.
"
4. Raphael, Italian, "School of Athens."
5. Raphael, Italian, "Fire In Borgo.
"
6. Michelangelo, Italian, "Celling In Sistlne Chapel."
7. Michelangelo, Italian, "Creation of Eve."
8. del Sarto, Italian, "Portrait of a Sculptor."
9. da ^Incl, Italian, "Mona Lisa."
10. da Vinci, Italisin, "The Last Supper."
11. Masaccio, Italian, "The Tribute Money."
12. Masaccio, Italian, "The Expulsion of Adam and Eve."
13. Dttrer, German, "St. John euid St. Peter."
14. Dttrer, German, "Portrait of Maximilian."
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THE VENETIAN PICTORIAL MODE
I. This Mode Lies Between the Mode of Relief and the
Mode of Total Visual Effect s
Tintoretto, Italian, "Miracle of St, Mark."
A. The Subject,
1, Tintoretto has presented the episode with
full play of dramatic imagination and skill-
full representation.
2. The period of the Italian Renaissance in which
this painting was made produced many of the
greatest artists,
B. The Use of Line and Tone,
1, Line and tone become merely the tools of
organization in this mode,
2, They are exploited to the fullest degree for
all the expressive qualities they possess
within the limitations of the artist,
3, The limitations of Tintoretto have little to
do with the knowledge and use of the skills
of representation,
C. The Organization.



















broad general tones within the limits of the
painting.
2. Local tone is suppressed to the masses of
light and shadow.
3. The play of light and shadow becomes a compli-
cated pattern in movement side to side, up
and down, forward and back, suid in swirling
masses of S curves and spirals.
4. The complexity of arrangement is carried out
with studied consistency but with such great
skill that it appears to be quite effortless.
5. Usually many figures are massed in shadow to
lend dramatic emphasis to those in light.
6. The exact placing of objects forward and back
is one of the chief concerns of these painters.
7. The strokes of the brush are a device that
assists this placing.
8. Sharp crisp strokes are usually used in planes
that advance.
9. Softer more feathered strokes give the effect
of more distant and retiring contours and
planes.
10.
With all the variety of tone, there is never
the carefully organized relationship that
renders the natural lighting effect of the
Dutch paintings.
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II. Another Venetian Master .
Titian, Italian, "Entombment.'*
A. The Subject.
1. This Is another great religious painting of
the Renaissance period.
2. Tltiain Is acknowledged as one of the greatest
of draughtsmen and colorists.
3. The "Entombment" has been painted many times
but Titian's conception Is held to be one of
the finest.
B. The Use of Line.
1. Line Is mentioned here only to emphasize the
consistency In the use of contours.
C. The Use of Tone.
1. "Venetian Fire" Is a phrase that has grown
from the rich tones used by Venetian painters
as a group and by Titian In particular.
2. "Titian" as a coloring for hair Is In con-
temporary use.
D. The Organization.
1. The arrangement of these great masses of light
and dark tones produces some of the most
dramatic scenes In painting.
2. All of the force and vigor of monumental and
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objects is unified by the enveloping masses
of luminous shadows and brilliant lights.
3. Paint is extended to a wide range of hues,
values and intensities.
4. This style of painting is often called the
’’grand manner.”
5. With all of the apparent naturalism the
organization of planes is kept definite and
consistent by the suppression suid elimination
of confusing detail.
6. This mode offers great opportunity for free
play of the imagination.
7. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries thl£
mode was adopted in Spain, France, England
and Holland. The painting of our early
American artists are much in this mode.
8. It is not highly regarded at present in
painting but is often the basis for photo-
graphic and stage lighting effects.
III. An Example of Oriental Painting in This Mode .
Ch'en Jung, Chinese, "Dragons."
A. The Subject.
1. Dragons with all their opportunities for
beautiful line and decorative treatment are
a favorite subject in Chinese painting.
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B. The Use of Line.
1.
The typical Eastern linear treatment is com-
bined with masses modeled by tones with sharp
and softened contours.
C. The Use of Tone.
1. The tones are restricted to local fields in
the manner of Michelangelo’s painting of the
Slstlne Chapel ceiling.
D. The Organization.
1. The pattern of great masses of dark with
relieving areas of light gives the same
dramatic effect as is seen in the Venetian
examples.
2. This pattern has all of the complexity of the
Italian work but is achieved without the great
veils of shadow.
3. The mingling of dark and light tones in small
areas in the upper left section of the paint-
ing is seen frequently in modern rendering.
4. In rendering the complicated forms of the
dragons, the detail of the scales is suppressed
to the more Important matter of maintaining
the correct plane in which the dragon is
placed.
5. Always the matter of plane is the major

consideration for organizing detail.
The method of arrangement Is often made by
unnatural adjustment of contrasts and by the
use of the paint Itself In thick or thin areas
of strokes.
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LANTERN SLIDES FOR CHAPTER X
1. Tintoretto, Italian, "Miracle of St. Mark."
2. Titan, Italian, "Entombment."
3. Ch*en Jung, Chinese, "Dragons."
Additional Slides
1. Rembrandt, Dutch, "Descent from the Cross."
2. Watteau, French, "Fete d'Amour.
"
3. Boucher, French, "Diana Leaving the Bath."
4. Courbet, French, "Funeral at Ornans.
"
5. Delacroix, French, "Bark of Dante.
"
6. Gerlcault, French, "Raft of Medusa."
7. Bonheur, French, "Horse Fair."
8. Gainsborough, English, "Landscape with a Bridge."
9. Gainsborough, English, "The Honorable Mrs. Graham."
10. Constable, English, "Salisbury Cathedral."
11. Stuart, American, "Washington at Dorchester Heights."
12. Titian, Italian, "Bacchus and Ariadne."
13. Tintoretto, Italian, "The Presentation of the Virgin."
14. El Greco, Spanish, "View of Toledo."
15. Eltoku, Japanese, "Dragon Screens."
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CHAPTER XI
THE MODE OF TOTAL VISUAL EFFECT
The Study of the Organization of Natural Lighting
Effects .
Vermeer, Dutch, "Portrait of Painter.
"
A. The Subject.
1. The "Portrait of Painter" Is a typical
example of the "open window" school of
painting.
2. It Is a simple and straightforward rendering
of the natural effect of light entering the
scene from a single source.
3, Vermeer was one of the earliest and one of
the best painters to use this mode.
4, The choice of subject alone shows a great
change In the point of view of the painter.
B. The Rendering.
1. Story-telling, sculpturesque motives, imagina-
tive figure paintings and dramatic presenta-
tion, are replaced by an Intense Interest In
the organization of tones and the resulting
general harmony of the work,
a. The distinction of this mode lies in the
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manner of studying the exact and minute
relations of value and Intensity of tones
to make objects exist In light and In alr-
fllled space.
b. The Venetian Interest was In the large
masses swirling In space and only the
surface appearance of objects.
2. Few people realize that after the middle of
the nineteenth century this Interest of tone-
relation becomes the chief purpose of the
painter In representation,
3. Subject matter, whether figure study, still-
life or landscape, are the object of Intense
study for the beauty they have In themselves.
a. With this point of view a still-life may
be a great work of art.
b. This Is the point where knowledge and
acquaintance with painting become
necessary to distinguish the good from
the bad.
4. This feeling for the Importance of painting
for the sake of organization of tone has led
to much of the misunderstanding of the purposes
of painting.
a. Quality Is difficult to explain. It must
be sensed.
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5. The disgust of the really fine painters led to
the revolt against the mere story-tellers In
the middle of the nineteenth century,
a. The story of modern art begins with this
revolt,
C. The Organization,
1. In the mode of total visual effect the source
or sources of light are apparent,
2. The tones are organized In response to this
source as the light falls over the objects.
3. In the areas directly lighted it Is compara-
tively easy to organize the tones.
4. The difficulty and failures are more apt to
come In the organization of tone In the
shadows.
5. Fine feeling for the relation of values and
Intensities Is required,
a. So close a relation may be required that a
bit more warmth or a slight coolness of
tone may be the only distinction apparent,
b. Clever Imitation of the textures of satin
and velvets lead many astray from the true
objective of interest In the beauty of the
subject In this mode of representation,





Painting in mode of total visual effect
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skill of rendering must be a fine sense of
design for the whole and appropriate subject
matter for study*
7. The element of discrimination and taste must
always dominate fine workmanship.
8. Even with this minute and intense interest in
the organization of the light effects of
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LANTERN SLIDES FOR CHAPTER XI
1.
Vermeer, Dutch, "Portrait of a Painter*"
Additional Slides
1. Velasquez, Spanish, "Las Menlnas.
"
2. Velasquez, Spanish, "Tapestry Weavers."
3. Velasquez, Spanish, "Adoration of the Kings*"
4* van Eyck, Dutch, "The Annunciation.
"
5. de Hooch, Dutch, "A Dutch Courtyard.
"
6* Vermeer, Dutch, "The Lace Maker."
7* Vermeer, Dutch, "The G-lrl with a Red Hat.
"
8. Vermeer, Dutch, "The Smiling Clrl.
"
9. Van Dyck, Dutch, "Repose In Egypt.
10. Vem Dyck, Dutch, "Lady and Her Daughter.
"
11. Rubens, Dutch, " Four Philosophers.
12. Rubens, Dutch, "Rubens and Isabella Brandt."
13. Monet, French, " The Breakfast Table.
14. Monet, French, "Haystacks In Winter.
15. Manet, French, " Dead Toreador. "
16. David, French, " Coronation of Napoleon and Josephine."
17. Chardin, French, "Still Life, Menu de Gras."
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CHAPTER XII
SOME ADAPTATIONS OF THE MODES OF PAINTING
IN THE NINETEENTH AND TWENTIETH CENTURIES
I, General Remarks .
A. In general the modern movement has been a re study
of the historic modes and a mingling of Eastern
and Western expressions of the modes,
1. At times the mode of line and local tone with
its emphasis on two-dimensional pattern is
used fairly consistently,
2. The mode of relief occurs frequently. The
mixing of the mode of relief and the mode of
line and local tone is also practiced. The
Venetian pictorial mode has attracted many
for adaptation to contemporary usage.
3. The point of view of the artist and the
knowledge of systematic methods of representa-
tion are the Important factors for the study
and evaluation of the new movements in paint-
ing.
II. The Mode of Line and Local Tone .
Van Gogh, Dutch, “L'Arlesienne.
”
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A. An Adaptation of Two Modes*
1* This painting is essentially line and local
tone with mode of relief in the details of
the head, hands and accessories.
2, Van Oogh often shows the Influence of Japanese
painting. He made copies of some in oils.
3. The Interest in this painting is centered on
the two-dimensional pattern, the solidity of
the form and Van Gogh's own contribution of
brilliant tone effect.
B. Genre Painting.
Gauguin, French, "The White Horse."
1. The Influence of Japanese prints is evident
in this painting.
2. The indications of shadow are used more to
lend Interest to the pattern than from Interest
in expresdng the form or light and shade.
3. Gauguin also emphasized his personal ideas of
delicate tone relations regardless of the
natural effect of tone areas.
C. A Portrait.
Toulouse-Lautrec, French, "Portrait of Oscar
Wilde.
"
1. Mixed modes are used with line and local tone
predominant, and mode of relief as a secondary
means of suggesting the bulk of the body.
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D. A Study of Character,
Rouault, French, "The Judges."
1. The outstanding characteristic of this artist's
work Is the heavy dark outline used In some-
what the same manner as stained glass design-
ing.
2. Rouault's enphasls is on a pattern of rich
vibrant tones.
3. He also experimented with the placing of planes
forward and back by use of the tones.
4. The cool tones are used for receding planes
Eind the warm tones for planes advancing.
5. The use of tone is frequent in modernistic
representation and is known as "plastic organ-
ization of tone."
E. An Expression of a State of Mind by Abstract Forms.
Kandinsky, Russian, "Improvisation."
1. An example of non-naturallstlc representation
in line and local tone.
2. The emphasis is placed on expressive use of
line, the two-dimensional pattern of tone and
the Interrelation of the lines and tones.
3. This painting was made as an experimental
effort to express an emotional state of mind
rather than objects.
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F. An Expression in Abstract G-eometric Forms.
Kandinsky, Russian, ’’Emphasized Corners.”
1. This representation of abstract forms is an
expression of the painter's interpretation of
music as influenced by the machine age.
2. The play of line, form and tone is organized bj
essentially the same methods used to represent
natural objects.
G. An Experiment with Semi-Abstract Forms.
Picasso, Spanish, ’’The Red Tablecloth.”
1. Semi-abstract forms in which natural objects
may still be suggested.
2. The painting is an attempt to partially reduce
the natural forms toward abstract forms,
consistently and proportionately, thereby
increasing the interest of the dimensional
pattern of the arrangement.
3. The result is expressed in line and local
tone, and plastic organization of tone.
III. The Mode of Relief .
Chagall, Russian, ’’The Martyr.”
A. An Expresslonlstic Painter.
1. The painting is a symbolic representation com-
bining the story of the persecution of the
Jews and episodes remembered from his child-
hood in Russia.
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2* The forms combine natural and Imaginative
objects*
3* The representation with all its variation and
personal abstractions is basically mode of
relief.
a. The forms are modeled with paint and the
source of light is not Indicated,
The Results of Cezanne's Study of the Renaissance
and Eastern Art.
Cezanne, French, "The Gulf of Marsallles.
"
1. The painting is an effort to model a large
section of space by the use of paint as the
Renaissance painters modeled figures and more
restricted scenes.
2. Cezanne's effort in this direction has in-
fluenced many painters up to the present day.
3. He sought to simplfy individual objects and
knit them into a single unified mass within
the limits of the picture.
4. He used the objects within the scene as
material to be moved about, made larger or
smaller, distorted or eliminated, as suited
his purpose.
a. He expressed his intention of painting
what he knew about an object rather than
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5* The angular projection of Asiatic painting
was known and freely used in many of his
studies.
6. Another Influence of Eastern painting is the
attention he gives to the two-dimensional
pattern.
7, Plastic organization of color was a major part
of his method.
8, What we know as "cubism” grew out of his desire
to reduce all form to its basic geometric
shapes of the cube, the cone suid the sphere.
9. Many of his paintings are unfinished and his
work should not be Judged by acquaintance
with only a few.
A Flower Study by a Contemporary American Woman.
0*Keefe, American, "Black Iris."
1. This is primarily a study of form for the sake
of the beauty of the forms themselves.
2. Many indications of Asiatic practices show in
this painting.
3. The representation is natural in effect, but
dramatized by the enlargement of the flower
section.
4. The graceful and delicate treatment is in
contrast to many experimental techniques.
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IV. The Venetian Pictorial Mode Adapted.
A. A Contemporary Landscape.
Grosz, German, "Approaching Storm."
1, The subject of the storm is particularly
appropriate for dramatic presentation,
2, Grosz has mingled the dramatic arrangement of
the Venetians and many of the Oriental manner-
isms of rendering.
3, The manipulation of the paint Itself adds to
the vitality of the suggested movement.
B, A Still Life Adapted from Study of the Renaissance
Methods.
Cezanne, French, "Still Life with Apples,"
1. The mingling of several modes may be dis-
covered In studying this painting.
2, The fruits are modeled with paint as In the
mode of relief. In this example the painter
has used tones of full Intensity, modeling from
the cool to warm tones of plastic organiza-
tion.
3, This plastic organization Is consistent
throughout.
4. The arrangement Is influenced by the Venetian
use of large masses of tone. The forms of
objects are distorted and tipped in the manner
of Chinese angular projection.
>-
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5, The planes are accented or modified to
establish them In position and relate them to
the unified mass of the whole design,
C. A Painter of the American Scene.
Curry, American, "The Line Storm."
1. The feeling of tension before the Impending
storm Is successfully captured in this paint-
ing of Americaui farm life.
2. The great sweeping mass of the cloud still
catching the sunlight, the lowering mass of
shadow beneath, and the yellowish light vdilch
bathes the earth are familiar to those who
have shared a like experience.
3. The planes mingle and flow, the form of the
objects is only established and not studied
in detail, and strong contrasts of light and
dark present all the dramatic elements found
in the Renaissance work.
D. A Contemporary G-enre Painting.
Marsh, American, "Wooden Horses."
1. The work of Marsh shows strong individual
characteristics.
2. The swirl and excitement of his favorite
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3* Life In the mass is a frequent theme and
whether the scene Is In daylight or artificial
light, he uses the play of light and dark
masses to organize and to dramatize the
episode.
4, Many line devices are embodied in his technique^
and beyond the excitement of subject matter,
is an Interesting search for evidence of his
brllllsint craftsmanship.
E. A Poetic Interpretation of the Sea.
Marin, American, ’’Movement, the Sea, and
Pertaining Thereto.
”
1. In this semi-abstract style Marin has organ-
ized his picture in masses and planes.
2. The subject is less violent in mood but all
of the essentials of mass organization are
utilized.
3. A study of the painting will recreate many
impressions remembered by one familiar with
the varied aspects of the sea.
4. Such a treatment of mood may be far more
expressive than a more literal representation,
V. The Mode of Total Visual Effect Adapted.
A. Cause for Revolt.
Gerard, French, ’’Ifeie. Recamler. ”
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1, The example is given to show the development
of this mode in the early nineteenth century
French painting*
2. The revolt in painting which led to the modern
movement was a revolt against a dictatorial
insistence on subject matter of literary
content, not against the mode itself*
3* Total visual effect has long dominated much
of the modern movement, and mauiy of the best
painters have used it successfully*
4* The dangers of overemphasis of unimportant
detail and the selection of trivial subject
matter have been pointed out*
Science Enters the Scene*
Monet, French, "Haystacks*”
1* The Impressionistic painters took their work
out-of-doors to study the minute details of
the effect of natural light in its multitude
of variations*
2* The scientific aspect is apparent in the use
of tone.
a* Rather than mix an approximate tone on the
pallette, the tones were built up on the
canvas with bits of pure color placed in
careful relation to each other.
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b* These tones gave a more brilliant reflec-
tion of light, and tended to blend as in
nature by the mingling of reflected rays
of light between the object and the specta-
tor.
3.
The purpose of studying the organization of
tone remained, but great freedom of expression
developed.
C. Another French Master.
Renoir, French, ’’Luncheon of the Boating Party."
1. Renoir came early in the study of the luminous
qualities of atmosphere.
2. The delicacy of perception said rendering in all
of his work are a lasting contribution to the
art of painting.
3. The study of detail is minute and penetrating,
but a broad relationship of this detail to the
whole organization is always maintained.
4. The experiments of these early painters opened
new vistas that have led painters who have
worked since, in many divergent paths of
inquiry.
5. The best of the painters always accepted cer-
tain definite limitations of mode as a more
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6* Renoir has established limits to the detail of
form he will render and maintains them imi-
formily and proportionately*
a. Comparison of the folds in the Jersey of
the man on the left, the tablecloth and
the skirt of the woman on the right,
exemplify this point*
b* A relative reduction of this is carried out
from the foreground figures to those in
the rear,
D. An American Master*
Homer, American, "The Herring Net*”
1, Long study and great skill are needed to re-
produce the constantly shifting aspects of
the ocean,
2, Homer had Just the qualities of persistence
and love combined with long acquaintance that
makes him one of the best in this field*
3* The study of the total visual effect is
started in the foreground where every ripple
on the water and every nail in the boat is
visible but not obtrusive. The fish show
only the broad areas of light and dark, but
\
they are in local tone also. The representa-
tion of detail is gradually modified as the
distance extends.
.3lo Oc beri’-'.lldxi^jcs ^.cuf nlon^^i
~.trjj 'uer ^ anZed'nJfi?.Ti firf 'xol)n<i*i IIlv srf criol
»X-I^«’^’^^noid’TocTOTg jba-^
^o y.32'19 (,' -9r fii: al^.Co't ri/id' "icr noPX'TaqcooO
ibnf? rr.ioIo9lcff,;f erf:} erf,} no rteir srfi
,Jrii5i*x ''f'? no uj5;,:ov/ 9f'j lo «rf.i
.J’nloq Y'^i-fcTXtexs
<:
ijo bvl'T'ij^o Bf lo nnitcuf>9'i ovijnle'i A .d
ni enod:} oS -^s'li/giTt onyoige-ro‘3: erfi, Aiont
.•XBsi srid"
»”9d3j3K njKO-L'iBmA aA
’‘J’qH .^n.t'i'isF sriT*' j neciioinA ^'laiaoH
-S'! od £)e£ie5‘n ein IIZ:1 r See'xzi JbriB yt-ude giioJ *I
‘to -^dDOjaec ^ntdtiria yldnjedanoo arid 90i/i:'0tq
j
*.“£000 9rid
oonadr< to s^Idileup orld dni/t b^ri 'i;/i>oF .2
d/?rld eoriEJnlEjjpop .^nol ridiw bonitd'moo ovol fjos
.blei*! Bifid nl descf arfvt to ©no i:\ln BOTlen
8i doett© Inna I V Indod arid to ylnda ©r^T . T.
i
©Iqqi'i y'X9V9 snenV onno'xgg'ict ©rid ni bsd'/cda
ai dBocf ©r;d /£ IlBn yrcav© bnn ©rid no
v?orie riRit ©riT .avlanidrio don dird ©Iriiniv
dx;ri ^a{‘XBi) bnB dri:^.!! ‘io arn'T- I-Bonri ©'"’d yino
-ndnsesiq-an ©riT .onin ©nod Irool ni e/ijB yarid
cirid a© neitiboic yllnuftjB'in lindt'b to noid
J.
*pJbnedZ9 ©onndBifi
4 • Homer uses full natural effect expressed In
terms of the spectator.
5. Since such a scene Is in constant motion in
nature, deep knowledge of nature and methods
of painting must be combined for successful
representation.
A Surrealist Painting.
Dali, %)ani8h, “The Persistence of Memory.”
1. Not many experimental painters favor the use
of this mode.
2. The paintings of those who would present in
pictorial form the aspects of life in the
subconscious mind often make use of the mode.
3. The scene is imagined, but in giving veracity
to the mental picture each object is studied
minutely.
4. The painting of surrealistic subjects is
appropriate to the mode for this emphasis on
the existence of another mental life.
nl f)S8r.9‘irxs IIxjI qsejj ‘i^raoH
.rco.lT,J£'9qa sr'J lo
nX ncXd-offl ^fijsd-anoo nX ai snsos p .r'oL^a. 9cni 3
aJbofiosm bna armSsa to a^balvrorui qe&i) .s'luXpn






.’C'XOflioM to 9onejeX 3 -i 9 <? srfT'* ,r^sXn,RcS ,XIsG
930 srfJ 'lo'VB’t ais'XriXpq Ifltngaix'iorr/rs ^^njcm XoK
* 9X)om aJffcr to
ni dnessiq J&Ioov oi^w eoorft to egnXtniBcr erfT
srft nl etll to etosqar erft ja'T.ot Ijaiiotoia
. 960m ariJ to 98U gjiorn notto ^^Xa^ cooioanoocfoa
YdioBTov '.pilvl^ nl tud ,
-I onBoa srlT
BoX^uJa ei. toaldo roBa 'lotoiq listnem adl ot
.’llotorini
al Booe(,cfua oXtalliie-r'vua to :^nl;fnlr,q v-nT
no c iex'xl airiJ lot sJjnci on:)' cS o.tp.tTcoTaafi
.’"v
* I-stngni isritoriB to eono.Talxs orft
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LANTERN SLIDES FOR CHAPTER XII
1* Van Gogh, Dutch, ”L' Arleslenne.
”
2* Gauguin, French, "The White Horse."
3. Toulous-Lautrec, French, "Portrait of Oscar Wilde."
4. Rouault, French, "The Judges."
5. Kandinsky, Russian, "Improvisation."
6. Kandinsky, Russian, "Emphasized Corners."
7. Picasso, Spanish, "The Red Tablecloth."
8. Chagall, Russian, "The Martyr."
9. Cezanne, French, "The Gulf of Marsallles.
"
10. O'Keefe, American, "Black Iris."
11. Grosz, German, "Approaching Storm."
12. Cezanne, French, "Still life with Apples."
13. Curry, American, "The Line Storm."
14. Marsh, American, "Wooden Horses."
15. Marin, American, "Movement, the Sea, and Pertaining
Thereto.
"
16. Gerard, French, "Mme. Recamler.
"
17. Monet, French, "Haystacks."
18. Renoir, French, "Boating Party."
19. Homer, American, "The Herring Net."
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Standard 5 l/4*^ x 4 **
A. Slide Libraries
1. The Fogg Museum, Harvard University, Cambridge
Massachusetts
2* The Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Massachusetts
B. Commercial
!• Ideal Pictures Corp.
,
28 E. 8th Street,
Chicago 5, Illinois
2. Keystone View Company, Meadvllle, Pennsylvania
3. Radio-Mat Slide Company, Inc,, 222 Oakridge
Boulevard, Daytona Beach, Florida
4. Ryan Visual Aid Service, 409 Harrison Street,
Davenport, Iowa
5. Slide Craft, 257 Audley Street, South Orange,
New Jersey
6. University Prints, Newton, Massachusetts
Kodachrome 2** x 2 "
A. Commercial
1. Brooking Tatum, Kelseyville, California
2. Hlrsch & Kaye, 239 Grant Avenue, San Francisco
California
3. Kime Kolor Pictures, 1761 Sonoma Drive,
Altadena, California
4. Klein & Goodman, 18 South Tenth Street,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
5. Munday & Collins, 814 W. 18th Street, Los
Angeles 14, California
6. Phllp Photo Visual Service, 1954 Pasadena
Avenue, Long Beach, California
7. Shadow Arts Studio, 1036 Shorro Street, San
Luis Obispo, California
8. Society for Visual Education, Inc.
,
100 E.
Ohio Street, Chicago 11, Illinois
9. Western Colorfllm, 3734 N.E. Chico Street,
Portland 13, Oregon.
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1. Film Publishers, Inc,
,
12 E, 44th Street,
New York 17, New York
2. Society for Visual Education, Inc.
,
100 E,
Ohio Street, Chicago 11, Illinois
3, Stlllfllm, Inc., 8443 Melrose Avenue,
Hollywood, California
4, Visual Sciences, Suffern, New York




6, Young America Films, Inc.
,
18 E. 41st Street,
New York 17, New York
III. ADDITIONAL VISUAL AIDS THAT MAY BE USED FOR GENERAL
INFORMATION
A. S. V. E. Plctoral Catalog
Fine Arts Section
(With Manual)
1. Italian Art I to XVI Centuries
2. Italian Art XIII Century to Early XVI
3. Italian Painting, High Renaissance - XVI
Century Florentine, Umbrian, Venetian
4. Italian Art, Michelangelo - 1475-1564
5. Northern Painting - Flemish, Dutch
6. Painting, France and England - XVIII and XIX
Centuries
7. Art In the South Seas
8. Arts and Crafts of Negro Africa
9. Chinese Buddhist Art
10. The Development of G-reek Vase Painting
11. Egyptlon Art
12. The Value of Chinese Painting in Art Instruc-
tion
(Without Manual)
1. Artists of the Renaissance (Italian) 1266-1576
2. Artists of the Renaissance (German, Flemish,
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1. Art as a Career
SOME MOTION PICTURES
A. Methods of Reproduction
Boston University . Division of Teaching Aids
84 Exeter Street, Boston, Mass.
1. The Modern Lithographer 1 reel-silent-black
and white
2. The Etcher’s Art
3. The Art of Drypoint








B. Painting and Modern Adaptations of Modes
Teaching Films Custodians. Inc.. 25 W, 43rd Street,















South of the Border
(Disney)
1 reel sound technicolor
1 reel sound technicolor
1 reel soiind technicolor
1 reel sound technicolor
1 reel sound technicolor
1 reel sound technicolor





1. Models in Motion Fourteen, one-quarter length
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D. Methods of Painting
United Nations Information Office
.
610 Fifth Avenue.
New York, New York
1. Memling
2. Ancient Chinese Paint- 1 reel sound or
silent
1 reel sound or
silent
1 reel sound or
silent
Ing in America
3, How to Paint in the
Chinese Way
4. Art of a Chinese
Paint Brush
Note: These films may also be obtained by apply-
ing to: Mr* Reagan, Office of War Informa-
tion, 1400 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W*
,
Washington 25, D. C.
LOAN EXHIBITIONS




1* Egyptian Manners and Customs
2* Art of Egypt
3* Creek Dally Life
4* Italian Renaissance
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1. Persian Miniatures unit no.
2. Near Eastern Textiles unit no.
England
1. English Artists unit no.
France
1. Cezanne unit no.
2. French Painters unit no.
3. Gauguin unit no.
4. Renoir, Cassatt, Picasso,
Laurencin unit no.
5. Trends In Nineteenth Century
French Painting xmlt no.
Germany
1. Albrecht Durer unit no.
2. Holbein Drawings unit no.
Italy
1. Botticelli unit no.
2. Dante unit no.
3. A Florentine Marriage unit no.
4, Florentine Personalities unit no.
5. The Madonna in Art xmlt no.
6 . Pompeian Wall Painting unit no.
7. Profile Portraits unit no.
8. Piero della Francesca unit no.
9. Scenes from the Life of the
Virgin unit no.
10. Spirit of the Renaissance unit no.
Portfolios of Color Reproductions
1. American no. 1
2. English no. 2
3. Dutch and Flemish no. 3
4. French no. 4
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6. Spanish no. 6
7. Van Gogh no. 8
8. Modern Art no. 9
Slide Lectures
1. Early Byzantine Civilization set no. 5
2. The Culture of India set no. 7
3. The Art of China set no. 8
4. Three American Painters:
Homer, Eaklns, Ryder set no. 15
5. Survey ^of French Painting
from Cezanne to the Present set no. 17
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Cahill, Holger, and Barr, Alfred H.
,
Jr., Art In America
.
Halcyon House, New York, 1939.
Cheney, Sheldon, The Story of Modern Art . The Viking Press,
New York, 1941.
Craven, Thomas, Edited by, A Treasury of Art Masterpieces .
Simon sind Shuster, New York, 1939.
Gardner, Helen, M.A,
,
Art Through the Agee . Harcourt, Brace
and Company, New York, 1939.
LaFollette, Suzanne, Art In America . W. W. Norton and
Company, New York, 1943.






. Henry Holt and Company, New
York, 1987.
Mather, Frank Jewett, Jr., Modem Painting
.
Garden City
Publishing Company, Inc., Garden City, New York,
1927.
Mumford, Lewis, The Condition of Man
.
Harcourt, Brace and
Company, New York, 1944.
Relnach, S.
,
Apollo . Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1924.
Santayana, George, The Sense of Beauty . Charles Scribner's
Sons, New York, 1896.
Schoen, May, The En.loyment of the Arts . Philosophical
Library, New York, 1944.
Venturi, Llonello, Painting and Painters
.
Charles Scribner's





Hale, Cushman and Flint,
Boston, 1936.
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D. Apoleton-Century Company, New York,
1938.
Blllett, Roy 0., Fundamentals of Secondary School Teaching
With Emphasis on the Unit Method . Houghton, Mifflin
Company, New York, 1940.
Collins, M. Rose, B. S. , and Riley, Olive L. , M.A. , Art
Appreciation . Harcourt, Brace and Company, New York,
1940.
Dale, Edgar, Dunn, Fannie W.
,
Hoban, Charles, Jr., and
Schneider, Etta, Motion Pictures in Education . The
H. W, Wilson Company, New York, 1938.
Goldstein, Harriet, and Goldstein, Vetta, Art in Everyday











and Kirby, C. Valentine,
Art Education in Principle and Practice . Milton
Bradley Company, Springfield, Mass.
,
1933.
Macdonald, Rosabell, Art as Education
.
Henry Holt and
Company, New York, 1941.
Mayer, Ralph, The Artists Handbook . The Viking Press, New
York, 1941.




Pope, Arthur, The Painter's Modes of Expression
.
Harvard
University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1939.
Prescott, Daniel Alfred, Ed. D.
,
Emotion and the Educational
Process




Report of the Harvard Committee, General Education in a Free
Society
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A Report of the Committee on the Function of Art In Cxeneral
Education, The Visual Arts In General Education .
D. Appleton-Century Company, New York, 1940,
Strlckler, Fred, An Art Approach to Education . Clarke-McElroy
Publishing Company, Chicago, Illinois, 1941,
Sargent, Walter, The En.loyment and Use of Color . Charles
Scribner's Sons, New York, 1923,
Whltford, William G,
,
An Introduction to Art Education . D.
Appleton-Century Company, New York, 1937,
Winslow, Leon Loyal, Art In the Elementary Schools . McGraw-
Hill Book Company, New York, 1942,
Winslow, Leon Loyal, Art In the Secondary Schools . McGraw-
Hill Book Company, New York, 1942,
Winslow, Leon Loyal, The Integrated School Art Program .
McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, 1939,
Technical Periodicals and Journals




. The Art Digest, Inc,, New York,
Art Education Today . Teachers College, Columbia University.
Eastern Arts Association Bulletin . Annual, published by
E. A. A, , New York,
The Educational Screen . The Edudatlonal Screen, Inc,,
Chicago, Illinois.
The Instructor
. The Instructor, Danville, New York,
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